Searching for Articles:  
Example of a search in **CINAHL with Full Text**

1. On the Library home page ([http://library.emmanuel.edu](http://library.emmanuel.edu)), select **Nursing and Medical** from the **Research Guides** options to access the subject-specific databases.

2. **CINAHL with Full Text** is the first database listed on the **Article Databases: Ranked by Relevance** section.  
   Note: Off campus, enter your Emmanuel username and password to access the databases.
3. Enter search terms in the text boxes as was done in the sample search for Watson’s Theory of Caring.

Put alternative words to describe a concept/idea in the same text box using **OR** to separate them.

**AND** is used to connect the concepts.

**Select a field (optional)** searches for the words in the Title, Subject Headings, and Abstract of the article.

**TX ALL Text** searches for the terms in all the text.

4. Select **Peer Reviewed** from the **Search Options**. Peer reviewed journals contain articles screen by experts in the field. Additionally, you might wish to also limit the **Published Date**.

5. Click on the green **Search** button by the text boxes at the top of the page to see the Results page.
6. On the results page, change the Page Options to Detailed to see the abstracts in results list.

7. At the bottom of the page, there is navigation to see the next page of the results for this search.

8. As you read through the results, you can click on the PDF Full Text to access the complete article. You might also wish to click on the article title to find more information about the article.

Note: If there is a Find it@Emmanuel button, click on the button to see if full text is available in another of our databases.